
Year 2 – Autumn 
English – Stories set in imaginary worlds 

Core Texts Additional Texts 

Captain 
Flinn and 
the Pirate 
Dinosaurs 

The Pirates Next 
Door, by Jonny 
Duddle 

The Night 
Pirates, by 
Peter Harris 

Mungo and the 
Picture Book 
Pirates, by 
Timothy 
Knapman 

Captain Flinn – 
Missing 
Treasure, by 
Giles Andreae 

Knowledge for the writer 

§ Decide on your intended style and impact. 
§ Plan before writing/telling to organise 
chronology and ensure main events lead 
towards the ending. 
§ Visualise the setting and main characters to 
help you describe a few key details. 
§ Rehearse sentences while writing to assess 
their effectiveness and the way they work 
together. 
§ Find some different ways of telling what 
characters think and feel, e.g. describe what 
they did or said. 
§ Show how the main character has changed 
or moved on in some way at the end. 
§ Read or listen to the whole text as if you are 
the reader/listener or try it out on someone 
else: 
check that it makes sense and change anything 
that could work better. 
§ Don’t make everything so fantastic that it is 
unbelievable. 
§ Make what happens as interesting and 
detailed as the setting where it happens. Don’t 
get so involved in creating amazing places and 
characters that you forget to tell a good 
story about what happens to them. 

Grammar Focus 
Adverbs, add “-ly” to an adjective 
Co-ordinating conjunctions, or, and, but 
Subordinating conjunctions, when, if, that, 
because 
Expanded noun phrases 
Write sentence with exclamation mark 
Form simple past tense by adding “-ed” 
Use past continuous (progressive) tense, eg He 
was playing at school. 
Begin to use inverted commas for speech, 
starting with a capital letter 
Prepositional phrases, eg behind, above, along 



Progression in Narrative Texts 
Listening to and reading a range of stories on page and 
screen which provoke different responses: Story structure, 
viewpoint: author; narrator, character & dialogue, setting 

Creating stories orally, on page and 
screen, that will impact on listeners and 
readers in a range of ways: Telling 
stories, writing 

Year 1 - Identify the beginning, middle and end in stories and use 
familiarity with this structure to make predictions 
about story endings; recall the main events. 
· Listen with sustained concentration and then talk about how the 
author created interest or excitement in the story; the ͚voice͛ telling 
the story is called the narrator. 
· Recognise main characters and typical characteristics, for example, 
good and bad characters in traditional tales; identify the goal or 
motive of the main character and talk about how it moves the plot 
on; notice how dialogue is presented in text and begin to use 
different voices for particular characters when reading dialogue 
aloud. 
· Settings can be familiar or unfamiliar and based on real- life or 
fantasy. Respond by making links with own experience and identify 
͚story language͛ used to describe imaginary settings. 

- Re-tell familiar stories and recount events; 
include main events in sequence, focusing on 
who is in the event, where events take place 
and what happens in each event; use story 
language, sentence patterns and sequencing 
words to organise events, (e.g.) then, next etc.; 
recite stories, supported by story boxes, 
pictures etc.; act out stories and portray 
characters and their motives. 
· Use patterns and language from familiar 
stories in own writing; write complete stories 
with a simple structure: beginning – middle – 
end, decide where it is set and use ideas from 
reading for some incidents and events. 

Year 2 · Identify the sequence: opening – something happens – 
events to sort it out – ending; identify temporal connectives 
and talk about how they are used to signal the passing of 
time; make deductions about why events take place in a 
particular order by looking at characters ͛actions and their 
consequences. 
· Begin to understand elements of an author's style, e.g. 
books about the same character or common themes; 
· Understand that we know what characters are like from 
what they do and say as well as their appearance; make 
predictions about how they might behave; notice that 
characters can change during the course of the story; the 
way that characters speak reflects their personality; the 
verbs used for dialogue tell us how a character is feeling, 
e.g. sighed, shouted, joked. 
· Settings are created using descriptive words and phrases; 
particular types of story can have typical 
settings – use this experience to predict the events of a story 
based on the setting described in the story opening. 

• Re-tell familiar stories using narrative 
structure and dialogue from the text; 
include relevant details and 
sustain the listener's interest; tell own 
real and imagined stories; explore 
characters ͛feelings and situations using 
improvisation; dramatise parts of own or 
familiar stories and perform to class or 
group. 
• Imitate familiar stories by borrowing 
and adapting structures; write complete 
stories with a sustained, logical sequence 
of events; use past tense and 3rd person 
consistently; include setting; create 
characters, e.g. by adapting ideas about 
typical story characters; include some 
dialogue; use phrases drawn from story 
language to add interest, (e.g.) she 
couldn’t believe her eyes. 

Year 3 • Consolidate understanding of sequential story structure: identify 
common, formal elements in story openings and endings and typical 
features of particular types of story; notice common themes, similar 
key incidents and typical phrases or expressions. Note the use of 
language or music or camera angle to set scenes, build tension, 
create suspense. 
• Recognise that authors make decisions about how the plot will 
develop and use different techniques to provoke readers ͛reactions; 
notice the difference 
between 1st and 3rd person accounts; take part in 
dramatised readings using different voices for the narrator and main 
characters. 
• Identify examples of a character telling the story in the 
1st person; make deductions about characters ͛feelings, 
behaviour and relationships based on descriptions and their actions 
in the story; identify examples of stereotypical characters; make 
judgements about a character's actions, demonstrating empathy or 
offering alternative solutions to a problem; analyse the way that the 
main character(s) usually talks and look for evidence of the 
relationship between characters based on dialogue. 
•Settings are used to create atmosphere; look at examples of scene 
changes that move the plot on, 
relieve or build up the tension. 
 

· Tell stories based on own experience and oral 
versions of familiar stories; include dialogue to 
set the scene and present characters; vary 
voice and intonation to create effects and 
sustain interest; sequence events clearly and 
have a definite ending; explore relationships 
and situations through 
drama. 
· Write complete stories with a full sequence 
of events in narrative order; include a dilemma 
or conflict and resolution; write an opening 
paragraph 
and further paragraphs for each stage of the 
story; use either 1st or 3rd person consistently; 
use conventions for written dialogue and 
include some dialogue that shows the 
relationship between two 
characters. 


